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We are concerned with the asymptotical expansion as t + cc of the solution of 
the mixed problem for the high-order parabolic equation in the external domain 
with the first boundary conditions. This expansion follows from the asymptotical 
expansion of the resolvent of the corresponding elliptic operator for small values of 
the spectral parameter as obtained below. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INY~R~DUCTI~N 
We deal with the mixed problem for t > 0, x E 0, 
$+2%=0, (1.1) 
ulr=o=f(x), XEQ, (1.2) 
Da lm = 0, t > 0, (1.3) 
0 < lcll <WI - 1, where 52 c R” is an external domain in R” with the smooth 
boundary X2, 2’ is an uniformly elliptic differential operator of the order 
2m defined on BY, n is odd, c1= (a,, . . . . CI,,), czj 2 0, are integers, 




ax;1 . . . ax2 . 
Let Z0 be the operator 9 defined on the set 9($pg) of functions u E H,,(Q) 
satisfying the boundary condition (1.3), where H,(Q) is the Sobolev space 
of functions cp E L’(Q) with distributional derivatives up to the order j, 
belonging to L2(0). Suppose P0 to be the self-adjoint positive operator in 
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L*(Q),fe Z,*(Q). The problem (l.l), (1.2), (1.3) may be written in the form 
of the ordinary differential equation in L*(Q) 
$+&u=O (1.4) 
with the Cauchy condition (1.2) and its solution has the form 
u=eptz~J: (1.5) 
If the point A = 0 is a regular point of the operator YO, then because of 
(1.5) the solution u is an exponentially decreasing function as t + cc. The 
conditions imposed below on dp imply that the point A= 0 belongs to the 
spectrum of L$. It follows then from (1.5) that the asymptotic expansion of 
u as t + cc is determined by the asymptotics of the resolvent R, of Y0 as 
the spectral parameter z tends to zero (see [S]). The last asymptotics were 
obtained by Kato and Jensen [4] in the case m = 1. Vainberg [7] has 
proved that if n is odd, m 2 1 and the coefficients of 9 are constant outside 
some sphere, then there exists the meromorphic continuation in k of the 






Further [8] he has proved that in the case of 2m <n the uniqueness of 
solution of 
Yu=O, (1.7) 
x E Sz, under the boundary conditions (1.3) and some conditions at infinity 
imply the regularity of the point k =O. This uniqueness rules out the 
possibility of zero eigenvalue and zero resonance (see [4]). The case 
2m > 12 is more difficult because e.g. the unperturbed operator 
lo=(-d)m (1.8) 
has zero resonance if 52 = R”, 2m > 12 and G(x, y, k) has a pole at the point 
k=O. We have proved [2] for the operator 
1, =(-A)“+&), (1.9) 
where q 20, that k = 0 is a regular point of the corresponding kernel 
G(x, y, k) if 2m > n, q E C(w), q has a compact support, 52 # R” (or 52 = R” 
and q > 0 at some point of a). In the case 2m en the above mentioned 
theorem of Vainberg [8] is applicable and the last condition is superfluous. 
The paper [S] of Murata is concerned with the operator 
2.z = P(D) + P,(D) (1.10) 
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under the condition Sz = R”, where P(D) is an elliptic self-adjoint operator 
with constant coefficients and P,(D) is one with coefficients decreasing at 
infinity as 1x1 -O, 0 > 0. In order to describe these results let us introduce 
the weighted spaces H,s, I = 0, 1, . . . . s E I%’ of functions cp E HjOC(Q) with the 
norms 
Ikllh=Jln (1 + Ixl)” o<;cil~“(J12dX. 
. . 
Set Lf = Ho,, II . IIos = II . IIS. Let BLLSz be the normed space of bounded 
operators A: Lz, -+ H,, ps2. Set B(sl~sz) = Bz,,,,, s2, B,$ = B,,,, B, = B,,, 
BcS) = B,, s. Under some conditions M. Murata [S] obtained the 
asymptotic formula for R, in BcS), s > 0, which for odd n has the form 
Rz= 1 Fjz’l” + F(Z), (1.11) 
j=l-0 
where Im z > 0, 0 > 0 is an integer depending only on P(D), operators F, 
do not depend on z, F,, FE B”‘, IV, s depend on E, A4 > 0, 
ilF(z)ll B(s) = o(jzl M), z -+ 0. 
It is known that in general F, # 0 for j< 0. For instance (see [1, 81 in the 
case, where 2m > n, 
9=(-l)” c W%p(X) @I? (1.12) 
l=l = IPI =m 
R= IR”, ~=const. for 1x1 >pO, we have 8=2m, F,=O for j-en-2m, 
Fj # 0 for j = n - 2m. But if 2m < n then Fj = 0 for any j < 0. It follows from 
here and (1.5) that the solution of the corresponding parabolic problem 
( 1.1) ( 1.2) where J’“E Lf and s is a sufficiently large number, is decreasing 
as t-@ if t+ co. We have here p=nn/2m if 2m>n, ~2 1 + 1/2m if 2m<n. 
Below we show for (1.12) that p= n/2m for each odd n. 
In the present paper we obtain sufficient conditions for the asymptotic 
expansion of the resolvent R, in Blsls2, which has the form 
R,= 2 Fjkj+O(kM+‘) 
j=O 
(1.13) 
as k -+ 0, where (1.6) holds, 1= 2m, s1,s2 >O and Sz # IV. The expansion 
( 1.13) means that in ( 1.11) Fj = 0 as j < 0. The corresponding asymptotical 
expansion of the solution of (1.1 ), (l.Z), (1.3) immediately follows from 
(1.13). Let us formulate the precise results. 
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CONDITION A. Let n 2 3 be odd, Q c R”, R”\Q be compact, %2 E C*“‘, 
Q#R”. 
Set for p1 >p>O 
R”(p)= {X:XEw, 1x1 <p}, 
q = {x: x E LIP, 1x1 > p}, 
WP, p1)= {x: XE R”? P < I4 <Pl), 
Q(P) = Q n R”(P), 
Let p,, be a positive number such that 
xl c IFqp,). 
Set 
N,= {k:k~@, Ikl a}, 
N(&)=S,nN,, 
N+(E) = N(E) u (0, ~1, 
where E > 0, (0, E) is the interval 0 <k < E. 
We shall deal with the operator 9 as follows 
6P=(-Lly+ 1 a,(x) D”. 
O<lal.s2m 
(1.14) 
CONDITION B. The differential operator Y, defined by (1.14) on 8, is 
said to be satisfying Condition B if 
(i) a,E C(D), a, = 0(1x1 -“) as 1x1 + co, CJ > 0 and .Y is uniformly 
elliptic on 0. 
(ii) The corresponding operator 6p. is self-adjoint in L’(O). 
(iii) The boundary problem (1.7), (1.3) has only the trivial solution 
in the class 4 consisting of functions u E H:“,” which satisfy the condition 
s paul* dx= 0(/P), p+co, (1.15) 1x1 =P 
where 
O< Ial <2m- 1, 
rc=m-l-llal if 2m >n, 




Note 1.1. The expansion of the type (1.13) was obtained in [S] for 
more general operators 9 but only if Q = R”. Our condition (iii) implies 
the absence of zero eigenvalue and zero resonance. There was imposed in 
[S] another condition that serves the same purpose but is applicable only 
in the case where 52 = R”. The complete result for m = 1, Q = IL?” and any n 
was obtained in [6] without (1.15) or its equivalent. 
Note 1.2. Condition B is satisfied for the operator 
L? = 1 (- 1)‘“’ D”(b,fl(x) P) 
0 < lrl = ISI 5 m 
if 
(iI) Im vJ = 0, b,, = b,,, b,, E C”‘(B), 
b,,- 
m! 
cq!,...,a,! &9 = O(lxl -7, I4 -+ 00, 
where 1~1 =m, c > 0. 
(ii r ) For any x E Q, 5, = t;,,...,.. E R (aj z 0 are integers) the following 
inequalities are valid 
where c does not depend on x, 5,. 
(iii,) D’b,, = O(lxl -3, lx1 + co when 0~ IyJ < Ia] <m or O< 171 < 
Ial = m. 
Set 
cl =4m-n if 2m >n, 
a,=2m if 2m <n. 
Our main results are the following two theorems: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 12 1 be an integer and the conditions A, B be 
satisfied, where 
030, +1. (1.18) 
409/130/l-II 
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Then for any s, s, > 0 chosen as follows, 
s,>4m-n+21, (1.19) 
s>n if 2m-n+idO, (1.20) 
s>4m-n-l21 if 2m-n+I>O, (1.21) 
there exist E > 0 and operators Fj E B’“, “I’, j = l,..., l- 1 such that for k E N(E) 
I- 1 
R,= 1 F,kj+F(k)k’ (1.22) 
j=O 
(see (1.6)), where Fj do not depend on k, F(k) E B(S,S1), 
llF(k)ll B(S. s,)d c, 
c does not depend on k. 
(1.23) 
This result for the operator (1.9) on R” was obtained in [3]. Let ( , ) be 
the scalar product in L’(Q). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let the conditions of Theorem 1.1 be satisfied, where 12 2, 
(Z&, g) 20, Vge L’(Q), and some numbers , s1 30 be chosen according to 
(1.19), (1.20), (1.21), fEL:. Then for t>O, 
I- I 
u=t-’ jg, cjt-j~2mFjf+t-I.2mFi(t)f), (1.24) 
where u is the solution of the problem (1.4), (1.2), Fj are defined by Theorem 
1.1, 
cj= (271i))l(l -si) f(1 +j/2m), (1.25) 
where 8 = exp( S/m) and 
IIF( II -s, G c, (1.26) 
c does not depend on t. Moreover, if n - 2m > 1 then for 1 <j< n - 2m, 
j<l- 1 we have 
cjFjf=O. (1.27) 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let g,(x, y, k) be the resolvent kernel of the operator (1.8) treated in 
L2(rW”), where k is defined by (1.6). The explicit representation of g, is 
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given, e.g., in [ 11. The function g, depends only on r = (x - y( and k. If 
2m < n, then g, is entire in k and for r > 0, k E S,, I= 0, 1,2 ,..., 
where c[ does not depend on r, k. In the case when 2m > n the point k = 0 is 
a pole of go. That is why we shall use a function G,(x, y, k) instead of go 
if 2m > n, which is regular at k = 0. In order to construct Go let us fix 
some numbers p,, p2 where p2 > p1 > p. > 0. Choose some functions 
qo(x) E C(W), [ E Coo(W) such that q. > 0 on W(p,), q. = 0 on OX;,, [ = 0 
on R”(pl), [= 1 on OX;,. Let G,(x, y, k) be the resolvent kernel of the 
operator (1.9) in L2(Rn), where q = q. is chosen above. It was proved in 
[Z] as follows: Go is holomorphic in k on some N, for each x, y E R”, 
Go(x, y, k) is continuous on R” x 54” x N,, Go exponentially decays if 
1x1 + co, kc N(sO) and y is constant, and for x, ye R”, 
Further 
Gob, Y, k) = G,(Y, x, k). (2.2) 
JGb[)( < c,(XY)~“-“(A-‘+ Y’), (2.3) 
where k E N(E~), x, y E R”, I= 0, 1,2, . . . . 
d’Go G$,” = - 
dk’ ’ 
x= 1 + 1x1, y= l+ IYL 
cI does not depend on x,y, k. Moreover, 
IGb”(x y 0)l <r+‘, 3 3 (2.4) 
where x E R”, y E lW(p) (p is some positive constant), 
r=m-(n+1)/2, (2.5) 
c does not depend on x,y (but depends on fi). Let UE Hzm(0), x E IQ, 
ke S,. Then 
u(x)= fRnc,, pz) (( -~)‘Yb) - k2”b) Gob, Y, k) dy 
+JRn (t-d)” u - k2”u) Go(x, y, k) dy. (2.6) 
P2 
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If f E L’(Q), uk = R, f, z = k”“, k E S,, then uk E H,, is a solution of the 
equation 
((-A)“-k2”)uk=f- 1 a,D%k 
lal < 2m 
(2.7) 
and since (2.6) on IRF~, 
uk(x) = jRn,,, p2) (( -d)“(bk) -k’%k) 64~ 
(2.8) 
Let us treat uk as an element of H,, depending on k E S, . Then uk is 
holomorphic on S,. Set for k E S,, 
then for j > 1 a.e. on Q, 
~wj-khwj= 2 iVmYk2”-P 
p= * p! (j-p)!(2m -p)! wj-pT (2.9) 
where J,=min(2m,j). Since (2.8) on R;, 
wj = 
I ( Iw”(p, p2) (( -A )“(iWj) - k2”iwj) GO dY 
(2.10) GOaa D”wjdy +A, 
(( -d)“(jwj-,) G6p)-~wj-p(k2mGo)(P)) dy 
. 
+fRn Gg’fdy-IRa C a, f: (‘)GY’D’Wjppdy. (2.11) 
P2 P2 Ial =z2m p=l p 
The equalities (2.8), (2.10) remain valid if we substitute there g,, for Go. 
It is easy to obtain from (2.1), (2.3) the following 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 120 be an integer, fe Lf, s>4m-n+2I if 
2m-n+l>O, s>n if2m-n+lcO, 
F"'(x, k) =JI, G$,%Y, k)f(y) dy (2.12) 
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for 2m > n, 
F% k) = J s$‘(x, Y, k)f(Y) dY R 
(2.13) 
for 2mcn. Thenfor 2m-n+I>O, 
where XEQ andkES, if2m<n, kEN(cO) if 2m>n. For 2m-n+i<O, 
IIF”‘II -q G c Ilfll,, (2.15) 
where s,>4m-n-+21, kES,, c in (2.14) does not depend on x, k and in 
(2.15) on k. 
Note 2.1. The inequality (2.14) implies (2.15) in the case 2m - n + 12 0, 
too. 




4m-n+21 if 2m-n+l>O, 
n if 2m-n+l-cO, 
@“‘(x, k) = JQ d?(x, Y, k) q(y) V(Y) 4 (2.16) 
if 2m > n, 
@“‘(x, k)= j-D gb”(x, Y, k) q(y) V(Y) dy (2.17) 
if2m-cn. Then for 2m-n+l>O, 
pW<&m--++ Ml --so, (2.18) 
where ~~52 andkES, if2m<n, keN(c,,) if 2m>n. For 2m-n+I<O, 
II@(‘V -s, G c II4 --so, (2.19) 
where s, >4m -n + 21, kE S,, c in (2.18) does not depend on x, k and in 
(2.19) on k. 
Note 2.2. The inequality (2.18) implies (2.19) in the case 2m-n + 120, 
too. It was proved in [2] using (2.4) the following: 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let the conditions of Lemma 2.1 be satisfied. Then 
I IDV’(‘)(x, 0)l’ dx= O(P*~+~‘), P-+03, i-4 = P 
where 0~ /cl] <2m- 1 and K is defined by (1.16), (1.17). 
(2.20) 
LEMMA 2.3. Let the conditions A, B be satisfied where a > at. Let 
kj E S,, kj + 0 as j + CD, vj be solutions on the equations 
~Ov-k,?“v=fi, j = 1, 2,..., (2.21) 
where fi E LS, s does not depend on j, s>4m-n if2m>n, s>n if2m<n, 
llvjll --s= l3 (2.22) 
where s, > 4m - n. Then 
;i+t id II fi II s > O. (2.23) 
Proof: First, we shall deal with the case 2m > n. Let a = 4m -n + 6, 
s, = 4m - n + 6,, 6,6, > 0. Without loss of generality we assume that 
6, < 26. Suppose (2.23) is not valid, then there exists a subsequence&> such 
thatfip + 0 in Lf as p + co. Using the well known inequality (see, e.g., Cl]), 
It*11 *m,/G C(ll-QII/ + lltill/)~ (2.24) 
where IGO, $ EC#(Y~) and c does not depend on $, we obtain from (2.21), 
(2.22) the estimate 
II fj* II Zm, --s, G c, p = 1, 2, . . . . (2.25) 
Because of (2.21), (2.24), and (2.25), there exists a subsequence of vj, 
(denote it as up) that converges to some function u” in each space H,,(Q(p)) 
for Vp >pO. We have U”E H?;(Q), and since (2.21) a.e. on 52 
s?lY=o. (2.26) 
Moreover, 0” satisfies the boundary condition (1.3). Since (2.6) for x E R;, , 
up(x) = j-(,, p2) (( -~)“(iv,) - k;“b,) Go(x, Y, k,) & 
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Using (2.25), Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1, where 1 = 0, we obtain from 
(2.27), that for x E Q, p = 1, 2, . . . . 
lupl <CX*m-n, (2.28) 
where c does not depend on x, p. Hence o, + 6 in LYs, and consequently in 
H *,,,, us,. Now (2.27) implies that on Q,,. 
jj= 
I ( -A )“(@) G,(x, Y, 0) dy - 1 { Gob, Y, 0) a, fidy. 
WPl~P2) IczI~Zrn %, 
(2.29) 
It follows from (2.29) and Lemma 2.2 that 
I IDaC12 dx = O(p2”), p+a, (2.30) 
1-d = P 
where K is deftned by (1.16). Thus v” satisfies the conditions (1.3) (1.7), and 
(1.15). Since Condition B, we have that fi= 0 on Sr, but this contradicts 
(2.22). The proof is complete for 2m > n. If 2m < n, we may use the same 
process substituting g, for G, and an estimate in L?,, for (2.28), where 
S2<S1. 
The following proposition was obtained using Lemma 2.3 and the 
integral representation of R, : 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the conditions A and B, where o > o, be satisfied. 
Then 
(i) For some 6 > 0 there is no eigenvalues of y6 in the interval 
-6<1<6. 
(ii) For any s, sI where s,>4m-n, s>4m-n if 2m>n, s>n tf 
2m < n, there exists E > 0 such that the inequality 
IRII B(‘JI) d c (2.31) 
is valid for k E N(E), where z = k2” and c does not depend on k. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 120 be an integer and the conditions A and B, where 
(1.18) is ualid, be satisfied. Then for any s, s1 defined by (1.19), (1.20), and 
(1.21) there exists E 30 such that for ke N(E), 
(3.1) 
where z = k2”’ and c does not depend on k. 
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Proof: For I= 0 our statement is already proved (see Theorem 2.1 (ii)). 
Suppose this statement is proved for I= 0, 1, . . . . m, - 1, lo 2 1, but it is not 
valid for I = Z,, . Let us consider the case 2m > n. Then u > ~7 I + Z,, and there 
exist numbers s, s1 where s > crl + 21,,, 
6, +21,<s, <20-a,, (3.2) 
and feL,2, kjESm,j= 1, 2, . . . . such that k, + 0 and b, := I(w,,,, 11 ~5, + cc as 
j+ co, where 
d'R,f wg=- 
dk’ . k = k, 
Set vj= b,:’ w,~, then (see (2.9)) on Q, 
Jhl 
Yv,-k;“vj=b,:I c p! 
O( > 
; ‘,” kjm-p w,,-,,~, (3.3) 
p=l 
and vj satisfies the boundary condition (1.3). Using the inductive 
assumption we obtain the estimate 
IlD”w h-p,jIl--s~~c3 p= 1, 2, . ..) I,, (3.4) 
where 10~1 Q 2m, s2 > o1 + 2(Z, -p) and c does not depend on j= 1,2, . . . (but 
may depend on s2). It follows from (2.24), (3.3), and (3.4) that for 
j= 1, 2, . . . . 
Ibj II Zm, -s, d c3 (3.5) 
where c does not depend on j. Thus it is possible to choose a subsequence 
of Uj, which we shall denote below as vi also, converging to some function v 
in H2,,,-,(0(p)) for each p >p,,. Since (2.24), (3.3) vi+ II in H,,(Q(p)), 
Vp > pO. Thus v E HP; satisfies (1.3) and a.e on Q 
Lv=O. (3.6) 
Since (2.10) we have on RK, 
vi = p2) (( -‘)“(CVj) - k*“Cvj) Go(x, .Y, k,) dy + b; ’ t I, - Zd,, (3.7) 
t=1 
where 
I, = s “i, Ghio)(x, ~1 kj)f (Y) &, 
GP)(x, Y, kl) D”W, - p,j dy, 
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I,,.= j lo lo c() WPl.Pl) p= 1 P (( -‘)“(lw,-p,j) GbP)(x, Y, kj) - xp) ~YT 
dp(k2”Go) 
xp = dkp iw!o -p.jr k = k, 
14,. = 1 lRn Go(x, Y, kj) act(~) D”uj dY. 
lal<Zm PZ 
Since Lemma 2.1 for x E Q, 
lZ,l <CX2m-“+io. (3.8) 
It follows from (3.4) and Corollary 2.1 that for x E Q, 
lZZjl <c‘P-“+‘o, (3.9) 
where c in (3.8) (3.9), and below do not depend onj. Since (2.3), (3.4) for 
XEQ, 
jr,,1 < cXZm-“+‘O. (3.10) 
Because of (3.2) we can use Corollary 2.1 with I= 0 for estimating Zaj. Then 
for XEQ, 
jr,,1 <cXZm-n. (3.11) 
Since (3.7)-(3.11) for x E Q, 
lull <CA--**-“+% (3.12) 
Now since (3.12) vj -+ o in LZ,, . Because of (3.3) vj + v in H,,, --s,. Now we 
obtain from (3.2), (3.4), (3.7), (2.3), and (2.4) that on RK, 
v= 
I Gob Y, O)( -dY’(b) dy - c Wm.m) 
jRn Gob y, 0) a,(y) D”u dy. 
1x1 am P2 
(3.14) 
Now since Condition B(iii), (3.6), (3.14), and (1.3) for u we have that u = 0 
on 52. But that contradicts the equality 
ll”jll -sI = l* 
and thus the proof is complete for 2m > n. If 2m < n we may use the same 
scheme substituting go for Go, and applying integral instead of pointwise 
estimates. 
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Note 3.1. Let the conditions of Lemma 3.1 be satisfied for some integer 
13 1 and numbers S, s1 be chosen accordingly to (l-19), (1.20), and ( 1.21). 
Then because of Lemma 3.1 the operators 
d’R z c B’“t SI) 
dkj ’ 
j=O, 1 , . ..t l- 1, kES,, 
are uniformly continuous on N(E). Thus these operators may be defined by 
the continuity on the whole boundary of the sector N(E). Now it is obvious 
that Theorem 1.1 is valid with 
4 = 
1 &z 
j! dk’ k=O 
:=L Iim d’R, 




F(“)=(l-l)!k, o $,Mk-5)‘-‘& 
where 5 E N(E), 
(3.15) 
(3.17) 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
Let E > 0 be determined by Theorem 1.1, and EL be the spectral function 
of the self-adjoint operator Yo, Since (1.5) we have the solution u of the 
problem (1.4), (1.2) in the form 
Hence in Lz 
f 
x1 




l4= e-” dc!$f+ O(epEZm’), t--co. (4.2) 
0 
Let 0 -CR -=z E’“‘. Then in L?,, (see 3.17), 
(4.3) 
Em R,f= IC/o(WL (4.4) 
Z--,1-Oi 
where A=kZm, Ockc~, 0=exp(xi/m). In LYS, (see, e.g., [2]), 
I 
e*” 
e -At d&“-f= z Jb^ epkzm’k2’+ ‘(rl/,(k) - $,(tlk))fdk. (4.5) 
0 
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Because of (1.22), where Fj, F(k) are defined by (3.15) (3.16), we obtain 
/- 1 
$,(k) - $,,(0k) = c (1 - @) k’Fj + k/F,(k), 
j= 1 
and for k E (0, E) 
(4.6) 
IIFo(k)lI Boss, G c, (4.7) 
c does not depend on k. It follows now from (4.2), (4.5) (4.6), and (4.7) 
that (1.24) (1.26) are valid. Now we shall prove that if n - 2m > 1 then 
(1.27) is valid. We use the expansion of the resolvent kernel g,(r, k) of the 
operator ( -A)” on R”, which has the form 
g,(r, k) = z ‘ykj, 
j-0 
where n > 2m, r = Ix-yl, g$$(r, k) = djg,/dkj. It is easy to see, using the 
explicit representation of go (see [ 11) that 
gg)(r, 0) = 0 (4.9) 
if Jo f, where 9 is the set of integers j satisfying the inequality 
1 <j < n - 2m and also the following condition: j/2m is not an integer. Set 
wj(k)=$j(k)f, keS,,, (see (3.17)). Suppose j<l- 1, then there exists 
P$’ := w,(O) E H,,, us,. First we shall prove that 
w;=o, (4.10) 
if jc f. From (2.9), where k + 0, we obtain that a.e. on Q, 




(j-2m)! Wy-2m if j>,2m. 







g&j- *myr, 0) if j>2m. 
Let j= 1. Then from (4.9) (4.11), and (4.12) a.e on 2~: =O, and a.e. on 
5 ’ 
and WY satisfies (1.3). Now from Condition B(iii) we obtain that WY= 0. 
Suppose now that j,E %, j, < I- 1 and (4.10) is valid for all 
j= 1, 2, . . . . j,- 1 belonging to f. Then from (4.9) and from (4.11), (4.12), 
where j= j,, we obtain in the same manner as above that wj,, = 0. Thus 
(4.10) is proved. Hence (see (1.25)) the equality (1.27) is valid and the 
proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete. 
Note 4.1. Let, e.g., m = 1, n 2 3, 9 = -A. Then the type of asymptotics 
as t + cc for the external boundary problem for the heat equation is the 
same as for the Cauchy problem, when D = R”. For n = 1, it is incorrect. 
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